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Abstract—The Information-Centric Networking (ICN) is an emerging network communication model that focuses on what is being exchanged rather than who is exchanging information within a network. The named hosts make use of Named Data Objects (NDO) for data registration and name resolution. The Name Resolution System (NRS) is an element of the ICN that translates the object identifiers into network addresses. Distributing the NRS is an important and challenging issue for increased NDO registering, acquiring and storage. This study proposes a new NRS mechanism called the Distributed Name Resolution Mechanism (DNRM) to address the most significant issue of segregating the network and Balanced Binary Tree (BBT) structure to manage storage on the ever-increasing number of NDOs. The study formulates the proposed DNRM through the nearest neighbor algorithm by adding phases, means and methods, and probable outcomes. The stored NDOs are balanced with a balance factor to increase the scalability of NRS. The result shows that the overall NDO searching time is reduced by half for each iteration, and the proposed mechanisms are faster and more stable than the existing solutions in terms of better grouping NDOs. Both the mechanisms are simulated in the OMNeT++ simulation environment, a discrete event based simulator. The experimental results ensure that both the mechanisms have advantages in improving the network performance by minimizing the end-to-end delay and improving the network throughput.

Index Terms—Information-Centric Networking; Name Resolution System; Named Data Objects; Balanced Binary Tree.

I. INTRODUCTION

Information Centric Networking (ICN) is a new network paradigm that reflects current usage of Internet based on information or content. The focus is based on information exchange (information dissemination and retrieval) rather than the location of information based on communication hosts. ICN has many advantages, which focuses on information exchange such as the multicast, anycast, caching, mobility support, security and privacy [1].

Name Resolution System (NRS) is an overlay and the heart of the ICN, where names are used to match the IP address of the packets. The information or content organized in this system is in the form of Named Data Objects (NDO), where the names identify the content and guide forwarding the information within the network. Unfortunately, the size of the NDO storage is huge.

There are trillion of devices [2], such as phones, home appliances and sensors, which will offer unique additional content in the future [3]. The NRS should be able to handle all these unique NDOs, which may be in order to 1016 in the future.

To mitigate the problems of NRS such as the interest query bottleneck, flooding, content congestion and NDO organization, this paper propose two mechanisms for distribution of NRS and organization of NDOs. In the first mechanism, NRS is distributed using the nearest neighbor algorithm. In the second mechanism, a balanced binary tree data structure is used to organize the NDOs in systematic order.

Both the mechanisms were simulated in the OMNeT++ simulation environment, a discrete event based simulator [5,6]. The main contributions of the paper are as follows:
1. Distributing NRS using the nearest neighbor algorithm, a well-known classification algorithm in data mining.
2. Organizing NDOs based on binary tree data structure.

The overall paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the related work discussed in the paper. Section III discusses the distributed name resolution system and Section IV presents data objects organization. In Section 5 performance evaluation is discussed. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

The basic task of NRS is to map object names of its locators, which enables to reach the information about corresponding object, commonly known as IP addresses. The NRS till now mentioned in the literature of ICN, is non distributed and either based on DHT and based on BF. The distribution of NRS is proposed by Network of Information (NetInf). However, the implementation is not yet carried out and the proposed work is on random distribution [7,8].

Bloom Filter in Name Resolution System (BF-NRS) maintains and resolves the bind between the locators and names. It takes input as names and generates locator sets as output. The BF-NRS is based on a flat naming system, which is locator independent. The Flat naming system is the simplest name allocation system with high flexibility, most scalable and most advantageous in terms of privacy and persistency [9]. The main drawback of bloom filter is its quality of false positive and deletion of member is not possible. At the time of a deletion operation, reconstruction,
operation is followed up in bloom filters which is expensive. This reconstruction is known as updating the bloom filter because of its inability to handle deletion operation itself.

The DHT based NRS is hierarchical, distributed and topologically embedded by the underlying network. Like bloom filters, DHT stores binding between object IDs and locators of object copies. The main design issue of DHT is its low latency, scalability, locality, agility, scoping and network utilization [10]. The main drawback of DHT is that all servers are linked in the form of circular linked list and the connections are stored in appropriate server other than any other servers. This causes serious trust problem with respect to authority issue and lookup messages are propagated through long paths.

Pastry [11] is decentralized object location, scalable and routing mechanism for large scale peer-to-peer systems. This is the overlay network where each node router interacts with local instances of applications. The protocol has the same drawback as the Chord [12].

III. DISTRIBUTED NAME RESOLUTION SYSTEM

This section proposes a system model for distributed NRS. As per our convenience, we are dividing the network into two parts. i.e two NRS. The NDO’s in NRS distribution problem is considered as a network model which reduces a great deal of both practical and theoretical concepts. This model is built on the bases of Euclidean Distance (ED) for the nearest neighbor algorithm and divide the network based on the general metrics like time, distance and so on. In this research, time of publishing the NDO in the NRS is given as a priority, which is the time taken by a message to register in NRS.

K-nearest neighbor algorithm is a simple classification algorithm in Data Mining. In this research, we used this algorithm to classify the router among pre-defined classes known as NRS. i.e classification into two classes. Similarity measure used for classification is the Euclidean Distance Function [13]. A case classified based on the majority of its neighbors, with the assigned class amongst its K-nearest neighbor measured by a distance function. In this research, we are considering K = 2 i.e two class problem. Let us consider a number of publishing routers in the network are N. Assume the number of NRS are 2.

Let T1 be a time taken by a publisher to publish NDO in NRS1.

Let T2 be a time taken by publisher to publish in NRS2. Then T1 is calculated by T1 = T_a - T_b where T_a is a time to leave from the publisher and T_b is a time it reaches NRS1. Similarly T2 = T_c - T_d where T_c is a time to leave from the publisher and T_d is a time it reaches NRS2 each T1 and T2 are calculated by T_{a1}, T_{b1}, T_{c1} and T_{d1}. The algorithm for the concept is as follows:

Algorithm 1 K-Nearest neighbor
1 BEGIN
2 Input: Given N number of publishers
3 Output: network elements into two parts
4 Methods
5 T_1 = \sum_{j=1}^{k} (T_{a_j} - T_{b_j})^2
6 T_2 = \sum_{j=1}^{k} (T_{c_j} - T_{d_j})^2
7 IF (T_1 < T_2) THEN
8 NRS1= Publisher Address
9 ELSE
10 NRS2= Publisher Address
11 END if
12 END

According to [14], the most accurate technique that achieves good classification is the k-neighbor neighbor algorithm. To find the nearest neighbors, this algorithm makes use of distance matrix D. The distance matrix is constructed using Euclidean Distance.

\[ d(X_i,X_j) = \sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{n} (X_{ik} - X_{jk})^2} \]  

where X_i and X_j are two data vectors as explained earlier,

\[ T_1 = \{T_{1i}, T_{1i+1}, \ldots T_{m}\} \]
\[ T_2 = \{T_{2i}, T_{2i+1}, \ldots T_{m}\} \]

T be a vector created using time, which takes to publish in NRS1, T be a vector created using time, which takes to publish in NRS2. D is a distance matrix which combines these two vectors.

\[ D = T_1T_2 \]

Based on this distance matrix, the classification of routes is carried out. The algorithm checks the condition of the node classification algorithm.

Algorithm 2 Classification of Nodes
1 For (i = 1 to m) do
2 IF (x_i, y_i)
3 Then
4 Classify the node to NRS1
5 Else
6 Classify the node to NRS2
7 END if
8 END for

IV. S NAME DATA OBJECTS ORGANIZATION

The previous section of this paper discussed the classification of publishers/subscribers based on the time of publishing that is distributing them among the NRSs. The continuation of this work, which is the organization of NDO inside the NRS is developed in this section with the mechanism BBT-NDO storage. The concept of balanced binary tree data structure is used in this mechanism to store the NDOs. The tree accommodates up to 30 levels and each insertion is followed by balancing the tree using balance factor.

We divided the network into several domains as a prerequisite for this mechanism. Each domain has its own NRS to store the NDOs. All the resolution domains are interconnected. In our work, we consider one NRS for better understanding and set of operations on it.

Balanced Binary Tree data structure conceived to efficiently perform all data structure, basic operations on large data sets [15].

Let the storage of NRS, in which NDOs are organized in the form of balanced binary search tree, for its every interval node \( v \) of \( T \), the height of the children of \( v \) can differ by at most 1.
Assuming these NDOs are numbered, the storage NRS is as shown in Figure 1. For easy understanding, throughout this paper, we assume the NDO number that represents the actual naming is not a number but a string. The end leaf node is the links kept for the next NDO storage.

![Figure 1: Balanced Binary Tree Data Structure](image)

When a new content enters the publisher router, the publisher register this new content in the nearest NRS. Choosing the nearest NRS is already implemented in the DNRM mechanism of this chapter. The newly entered NDO is inserted in the NRS list according to the concept of BBT. Each insertion is followed by tree balance concept.

Algorithm 3 to Search an element in a balanced binary tree
1. **BST_SEARCH**(x, k)
2. If (x == null || k(x) == k)
   3. Return x
4. If (x < key(x))
   5. Return **BST_SEARCH**(left(x), k);
   6. Else
      7. Return **BST_SEARCH**(right(x), k);
8. Where x = node and k = key

Let T(n) is a number of comparisons made to search a key element in the tree. To search an element on the right side of the tree, the number of comparisons is T(n/2) and the left side is T(n/2). Each time, we remove half of the elements from the search space. If an iteration searching elements is n then in (i + 1)th iteration searching elements is n/2. Assume n = 2^k

\[
T(n) = T(n/2) + C
\]

where C is a constant.

For example:

\[
T(n) = T(n/2) + 2
\]
\[
T(n/2) = T(n/4) + (2 + 2)
\]
\[
= T(n/8) + 2 + 2 + 2
\]
\[
= T \left( \frac{n}{32} \right) + 4.2
\]

Therefore,

\[
T(n/2k) + k \cdot 2
\]
As n = 2^k
\[
T(2k/2k) + k \cdot 2 = T(1) + 2k
\]
\[
T(n) = T(1) + 2k
\]
If n = 2^k
Then k = log₂n
If n = 1
\[
T(n) = C1 + 2k
\]
\[
= C1 + log₂n
\]
\[
= O(\log n)
\]

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this paper, OMNeT++ simulation environment with INET framework and ICNSim have been used to build simulation models. The simulation tool is well-designed and widely-used, modular system; OMNeT++ is an open source network simulator that has been made available for teaching, research and development purposes [4,15]. The simulator has been developed using Python and C++ along with scripting capability in a modular fashion as a set of libraries. These libraries can be combined together with other external software libraries for data analysis for better presentations of the outcomes [6].

A. Simulation setup

An experiment environment has been created in the latest OMNeT++ version 4.6, with INET 2.6 framework along with ICNSim, and the GCC compiler 4.9 running on Ubuntu 14.04 LTS.

B. Results and discussion

In order to model a more accurate environment, our distribution mechanism was evaluated over random topology. A number of publishers assumed here are 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50. The simulation was executed in 200 seconds, two different performance metrics, throughput and delay were analyzed to study the performance of our mechanism.

Figure 2 shows the average throughput of our mechanism, traditional distribution of NRS and single NRS network over random topology. The horizontal axis represents the number of publishers from 10 to 50 numbers. The vertical axis represents the total throughput in Mbps. Initially, for 10 numbers of publishers, the traditional distribution of NRS throughput was more as compared to our mechanism. Interestingly, our mechanism throughput increases gradually as the number of publishers is increasing. Single NRS and traditional distribution throughput over the same speeds followed a similar trend, but with lower values. However, our mechanism considerably increased in the later stages. The increase in the total throughput is because of more NRSs reducing the searching time and processing time, leading to an increase in the total throughput.

![Figure 2: Throughput in Distributed NRS Network](image)

Figure 3 presents an average end-to-end delay of our mechanism, traditional distribution of NRS and single NRS with a number of publishers. As compared with traditional distribution and single NRS, our mechanism shows better performance. Even though, the delay is increasing gradually.
in the graph, it reduces comparatively as compared to the previous two mechanisms.

![Figure 3: Delay in Distributed NRS Network](image)

As a conclusion, the single NRS, traditional distribution of NRS and distribution with our mechanism were compared in random topology and the graph with the results are presented in the same section above. The analysis shows that all three mechanisms behave similarly with the number of NRS and network conditions. Our mechanism achieves slightly higher throughput compared to other two, and lesser average end-to-end delay.

C. Contributions

The main contributions of DNRM BBT-NDO storage mechanism are as follows:

- To the best of our knowledge, we are the only one among other researchers who are working on the distribution of the system NRS based on the time of registering the NDOs in the NRS by publishers. The main objective of this work is to classify the routers in to some clusters and each cluster will have one NRS to handle their NDOs.

- The classification of the routers has been conducted based on the time of publishing the NDOs. The minimum publishing time NRS is allotted with the router.

- The classification process has adopted the data mining with the nearest neighbor algorithm to classify the routers based on the NDO publishing time.

- The Balanced binary tree concept is the data structure which is used to store the data elements in systematic order. In our research, we used this tree data structure to store the NDOs which are the object identifiers.

- The BBT NDO storage minimizes the searching time in NRS.

- The BBT helps to organize the memory storage so that all of the operations, such as the new NDO insertion and NDO deletion are conducted properly. This helps in searching the NDO faster compared to other mechanisms because each iteration eliminates half of its space.

Simulations were conducted to evaluate the proposed mechanisms. The simulation result demonstrates that data mining algorithm at the nearest neighbor is the best classification algorithm, which can also be applied to classify network devices and BBT is the best storage for NDOs.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented two mechanisms distributed name resolution system and named data organization in NRS. Distributed NRS aims to distribute the NRS based on the time of publishing the NDO in the system. The distribution mitigates the bottleneck, while sending the interest to NRS and flooding. On the other hand, the NDO storage uses balanced binary tree concepts. This mechanism overcomes the drawbacks of DHT and bloom filters as mentioned in the related work. To the best of our knowledge, both the mechanisms improve the performance of the ICN by increasing the scalability of the system, and same time reduces the end-to-end delay.
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